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A 'limpli&d malti-waftledgda ESPI ' COIItomiac tecUique 
.. 011' 4iode laser s)'Stem. A simplified multi-wavdeogth 
ESP! contouring technique using a diode laser source has 
been demonstrated to be a useful tool in the shape measure
ment of an object. Unlike other type of two-wavelength 
ESPI contouring systems, the teclmique de9Cribed in this 
paper does not required a master-wavefront illumination 
and the conjugate condition imposed on the reference beam. 
the experiment procedure is, therefore, considerably simpli
fied. Instead of modulating the injection current of the diode 
laser, the alternation of wavelength is achieved by adjusting 
the temperatures applied to the laser diode so that the prob
lem of visibility reduction due to intensity variations of 
speckle pattern can be overcome. (n addition, the dccorrela
bon effect due to tbe wavelength change in this specific ESPI 
contouring system is also analyzed quantitatively in order to 
show the limitations of this technique on practical applica

' lions. Contour frin~es of a pyramid, as an example, are 
obtained from expenments, which are in agreement with the 
~retical analysis. 

Em auf dan 1.uenIiodeasYSiem basiereDdes l'ereiafadces IS
PI-~erfabru mit MultiwellealiagtIL Es wird ein 
vereinfachtes ESPI-Konturlinienverfahren mit Mulliwellen-
1iogen, das eine Laserdiode als Lichtquelle verwendet, ge
mgt und bel Oberfliichenmessungen cingesetzt. Das in die
setn Artikel bcschriebene Verfahreu braucht keine Muster
weUenfrontbeleucbtung und keine koojugierte Bedingung 
fiir Referenzwellenfront, was aber die anderen ESPI-Kon
tur1inicoverfahren mit Doppelwellcnlingen verwendet ha
ben. Dadun;:h ist der VersuchsprozcB weitgehend verein
facht. Anstatt der ModulatioD des Laserdiodenstroms wird 
die WeUeolange durch Anderung der Laserdiodentempera
tur variiert. so daB die durch lntensitiitsinderung der Speck
le-Muster verursachte Kontrastreduzierung vermieden wer
den kann. Ferner wird der durcb Welleolangenanderung ver
ursachte Dckorrelationseffekt in diesem spczifischen ESPI
Kontur1inieuverfahren quantitativ analYSlert, urn die Be
~g des Verfahrens auf praktische Anwendungen zu 
Zl:lgen. Als Beispiel sind Konturlinienstreifen einer Pyramide 
aufgenommen und diskutiert. welche mit lheoretischer Ana
lyse iibercinstimmt. 

1. Introduction 

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry can be applied 
to compare the shape of test object with a master wave
~ro~t [1, 2J. To produce speckle contours, the test object 
IS illuminated at wavelength At by a wavefront that 
matches the master shape exactly. An image of the object 
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is formed on the vidicon together with the usual reference 
beam. A speckle pattern is then obtained at A1 and sub
tracted from the first pattern. The fringes obtained repre
sent the difference in depth along the view direction be
tween the master wave front and test object. When such 
a technique is used. the role of the master wave front is 
fundamental to ESP] shape measurement. However, sev
eral drawbacks exist in these systems such as the master 
wave that may be derived from conventional optical 
components limit the object to those having plane, spher
ical, or cylindrical surface geometries. The object with 
more complex geometry would be inspected in the same 
way but with the illumination wave front formed by holo
gram recorded from a specuJar master component [3). 
The procedure of generating a master wave front from 
holographiqaUy recording a specular master component 
is usually a tedious procedure, and therefore is a serious 
limitation on practical applications in many cases. In 
addition, to obtain shape~ifference fringes, the point to 
which the master wave front converges must be located at 
the centre of the viewing lens of an ESPI system and a 
smooth reference beam must satisfy the conjugate condi
tion. This would impose another difficulty on aligning the 
arrangements. 

Laser diodes (LD's) are useful light sources for an inter
ferometer because they permit singJe-mode operation 
and frequency tenability. Recently some new techniques 
for using laser diodes in the interferometers have been 
reported [4- 6) . In these techniques, the alternation of the 
wavelength (or the frequency) of a diode laser has been 
achieved by modulating the injection current of the laser 
diode [4] . When this method is applied to a two-wave
length ESPI system, the speckle intensities corresponding 
to different wavelength will be changed and thus the 
visibility of interferogram will be degraded. 

In this paper, we present a new arrangement of multi
wavelength ESPI for contouring applications, which is 
based on using a diode laser system. It can be used to 
generate contours or a pyramid without having to pro
duce corresponding master wave front and the conjugate 
condition to the reference beam can also be eliminated, 
this would considerably simplify the experiment proce
dure and release the requirement for optics alignment. 
Wavelength alternation is achieved by adjusting the tem
perature applied to the laser diode instead oCby modulat
ing the injection current as made by another work (4], so 
that the problem of the variations in the intensities of 
speckle patterns due to the current change could be over
come and permit relatively good fringe visibility. Con
tour fringes of a pyramid at various sensitivities are ob
tained from experiments which agree well with theoreti-
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cal analysis. The decorrelation effect due to the wave
length cbange for this specific arrangement is also ana
lyzed quantitatively by simple image processing tecb
nique incorporating with experimental data of speckle 
patterns. 

1. 1beorttical backgrouDd 

Fig. , shows the arrangement used for generating con
tour fringes of a test object. The object is illuminated by 
a normal incident wave front. A speckJe reference wave 
front generated by a ground diffuser G is arranged to 
combine with object wave at the second beam-splitter 
BS] . Both object and reference wave are aligned to be 
on-axis to simplify the analysis. However, it is important 
to note that this geometry does not require that the point 
of divergence of the reference beam be conjugate witb 
that of the original object illumination as assumed in 
previous research 13]. 

It will be assumed that P is an arbitrary reference plane 
which is across and parallel to the test object. The phase 
¢o of the light at a point in the image plane (in the 
absence of reference beam) is given by the foUowing ex
pression 

4>, - (1./.1)(/, + 2/, + /,J + 4>,. + (4./.I)h. (I) 

where I) is the optical path of the object beam from the 
first beam-splitter to the second one; 11 is the distance 
from the second beam-splitter to an arbitrary reference 
plane P; 13 is the optical patb from the second beam-split
ter to the image plane. 4>os is the random phase associated 
with speckJe pattern at wavelength J., and h represents the 
height variation of the object surface about reference 
plane P (normal to the optical axis) . h is measured in the 
direction of the optical axis. The phase ¢. of the speckle 
reference beam may be written as 

4>, - (1./.1)(/" + I,) + 4>n. (2) 

M, 
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Fig. 1. EXperimtDt set-up. 

where I,) is the o~tical path of the reference beam from 
tbe first beam-splitter to the second beam-splitter' «P is 
tbe random phase associated with speckJe.pattem du; to 
scattering from a ground diffuser. It is evident that (hill 
(I. + 211 + '3) is a constant phase ¢(k and (2xjl)(1 +') 
also a constant phase ¢,.,. The image speckJe p~tt~ 
interferes w~th ~he s~ckJe referen~ ~am and the ampli. 
ludeat a potnt lD the unage plane IS glveo by the equation 

U - U, + U. - IU,lcxp(4),) + IU,lcxp(4),). (3) 

The intensity at a point in the image plane is then given 
by 

/ - I, + I, + 2jl,I, cos 14> + 4>. + (4./I)hJ. (4) 

where ¢ = ¢(k - ¢,.,. <P. c <Po. - ¢n ' 
The intensities corresponding to two dilIerent wave

lengths ).1 and Al can be written as follows 

I, = 101 + 1,. + 2~ C05[4>1 + 4>d + (4_/.4,) h) 
(Sa) 

I, -I" + I" + 2 j l" I" cos 14>, + 4>" + (4./I ,)h]. 
(5b) 

It is assumed that the intensities of the object beam and 
the referencc beam keep unchanged approximately and 
the pbases of speclde patterns also approximately remain 
constant. when the illuminating wavelength is cbanged. 
Then we have 101 .. 101 ,1,1 = 1,1' ¢.l ... ¢d' Iftheinten· 
sity 00 the screen is averaged over many speckles, then 
the brightness B is proportional to «11 - 11)1). It is easy 
to show that 

I, -I, - 4jl,l, sinla + 4>. + (h/.I ,)h] 
. sin(fl+ (h/nh], (6) 

where. - (4), + 4>,)/ 2, P - (4), - ¢,) / 2, and r = .I, .1, / 
(2).1 - 211 ) is the frioge contour interval and 

B - «(I, - I,)'> = 8(/,> ( I,> sin' (fl + (2./r) hi · (7) 

In derivating eq. (7). we have assumed that 10 and I, are 
statistically independent, and ¢. is statistically indepen· 
dent of the intensity fluctuations., as weU as that ¢s is a 
uniform1y distributed random variable. As II varies. the 
value of B fluctuates between zero and 8(10)(/.) and 
dark rringes will therefore be observed when h changes by 
an amount of r . Thus the departure or object surface 
rrom an arbitrary reference plane P is contoured at inter· 
vals of r. The sensitivity of the fringes obtained (the 
contour interval) is detennined by the wavelength differ
ence. 

It should be pointed out that there is no conjugate 
condition imposed upon the reference beam and tbe 
sbape difference between an arbitrary reference plane. 
rather than the master,and test object may be detennined 
from the fringe pattern described. by eq. (7). 

The analysis above provides a theoretical basis for 
contouring objects with more complex geometries in the 
absence of master wave rront illumination. 
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3. Exptrimeat 

3.1 Arrangement and results 

The basic experimental technique is shown in fi~ 1. The 
input laser beam is divided by the first beam-splttter BS

I 
into a reference beam and a~ object .be~m. The o:bject 
beam iUuminates the test object and IS unaged USlDg a 
lens and an aperture combination on to the face of a CCO 
camera. The speckle reference beam is generated by a 
ground diffuser G and is ~troduced from the second 
beam-splitter BS1 _ The object beam and the reference 
beam are aligned being coaxial Contour fringes are ob
tained by illuminating the test object at..4. 1 and then at A], 
the first image is acquired and recorded by a frame grab
ber and the second is digitally subtracted from it to give 
correlation fringes by subtraction. In this arrangement, a 
higb power diode laser (30 m W) is used as a light source. 
The diode laser system used consists of a Melles Griot 
diode laser head (06DLlA01) in conjunction with a PRO
FILE laser diode controller (LDC 700A) . For this specific 
(!jode laser system, the dependence of the wavelength on 
tbe temperature applied to LD system is measured and 
given in fig. 2, which shows a linear region from 2~ "C to 
27 "C. The differences of wavelengths correspondmg to 
this region are also given in fig. 2.1l has been shown from 
lig. 2 that emission wavelength of this diode laser system 
can be altered continuously from 781.66 run to 783.40 om, 
and a range of contour sensitivities from 3.8 mm to 
0.7 rom may be achieved, when the temperature applied 
to the LD system is adjusted from 20 "C to 27 °C, The 
advantage of shifting wavelength by adjusting the tem
peratures instead of by modulating the injection current 
is that tbe variations in the intensities of speckJe patterns 
due to the current change may be minimized so that 
relatively good visibility should be obtained [4]. A pyra
mid, chosen as a test object. is inspected at several ~on
tour sensitivities. The resultant interferograms obtamed 
at tbese sensitivities are shown in figs. 3(a)- 3(e) respec
tively. This result has proved the possibility of contouring 
a test object with more complex geometry without having 
to produce a special master wave front; on the other 
band, this result also indicates that the technique gives 
consistent and repeatedly results. In addition, the decor-

Fil. 1. Experimental curn 01 wavelength ,ariation vs. tempera
hare applied 10 lite diode laser al (Onstaot optical power. For 
Iec:luUCaJ details see lexL -+- Seria I, + Series 2. 

relation effect due to the wavelength change for this 
specific ESPI contouring arrangement may also be ob
served from figs.3(a) - 3(e). 

3.2 Deco,.,.elation effect and limitations of the technique 

When high sensitivity contours are observed, speckle 
decorrelation is likely to occur leading to the visibility 
reduction of contour fringes, this has been seen from 
figs. 3(a)-3(e). The fine scale detail of the speckle pat
terns 11 and 11 change with wavelength, which explains 
why the conditions 101 = 101 ,1,1 = 1,1 and 4>d = q,.1 can 
on1y be approximately satisfied. The performance of tbis 
multi-wavelength ESP1 contouring technique is limited 
by the intrinsic speckle pattern decorrelation effect. To 
quantify this effect, the correlation coefficients of speckle 
patterns corresponding to the wavelength change are 
evaluated by simple image processing technique incorpo
rating experimental data of speckle patterns. 'J?is 
method has been used for determining the decorrelahon 
eaect in a dual·beam ESPI contouring system with single 
wavelength illumination 17]. Fig. 4 shows the results for 
the evaluation of correlation coefficients with eight frame 
images of speckle patterns corresponding to different 
temperatures applied to the diode laser (therefore the 
different wavelength changes). It can be seen from fig. 4 
and fig. 3 that the correlation of speckle patterns decreas
es as the temperature applied to the diode laser varies (or 
the illuminating wavelength varies). When the value of 
the correlation coefficient of speckle patterns drops to 
0.278, tbe contour fringes tends to be vanished, or equiv
alently the visibility of the correlation fringes goes to
wards ~ro. It should be noted that the decorrelation of 
speckle is also a function of surface roughness except f~r 
being a function of the wavelength change. However, ID 
our case, the surface roughness is a con~tant and the 
condition r> 8u is satisfied, where U IS the surface 
roughness (8]. Furthermore, we have assumed that all 
other variables of the interferometer such as reference 
beam/object beam ratio, camera focus and gai?> i~put 
laser power etc., are optimized, so that any loss ID fnnge 
visibility may be attributed to the wavelength only .. 

By tbe quantitative analysis above., we could determine 
that the correlation coefficients of speckle patterns corre.
sponding to the wavelength change (or tempera!ure ad
justment) should be in the range of 0.418 to 0.314 m ~rder 
to ensure a reasonable visibility of the cont~ur ~nng~, 
which is an acceptable degree of decorrelahon In thiS 
technique. 

4. Cooclusioo 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new. multi-w~ve.
length ESPI contouring technique from which an. obJect 
with more complex surface geometry could be IDSP:CC
ted directly without having to produce a. co,!espondmg 
master wave front, this would much Simplify the ex
perimental procedure. The conjugate condition imposed 
upon the reference beam, as required in other type 
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of two-wavclength ES PI system. has ~cn el iminated so 
that optics alignment would become easicr. In 
comparison with using the Ar£on laser or tuneable d)c 
laser, a spedal ra nge of con tou r ~cnsith ities of 
0.7 - 3.8 mm could be aehicvcd by usi ng a diodc laser 
systcm. which may ex tend lhe measurement range of 
ESP l cont ou ring techn iq ucs. Thc alternation of ill u
minating wavelengt h ha s bee n performed by adjusting 

Fig. ] I'hu luW" ph, of fr;ngl' P"'H' rII'" uhl"in{'d in nwlri·" ~I!'
Il'n~th ES P! '~'ll'lIl .. jlh diffl'n 'nt {'ontra .... 1 du(' 10 ~ l'1.·orrrla IlO ~, 
Thl' {'untour frinl!l· ... Ifr a pHal11id \I('T(' IIhtllinl'd at dlff,'h' nt .... 'n'l· 

. . .. (l l ' C)' (hI ~ t lilill'!> ; nllllll' lI (a ) at J.H 111111 cun/uur "1: n"IIII' II~ ' . 
2.5 nUll {'untuitr ... ·n .. ith it I (22 0(' ): (c) at I.nz 111111 contour .... n'l-

. ,.. ( ' - ' C), \1'1 ~t Ij,it~ (2", 0(, ): (d) lit Il.K nl1l1 nmtuur '>C n~lt l\l t~ _:> • 
0.7001111 cuntour "l'n"iti.it~ (16°C). 

the tcmper>tlu re a p plied 10 the laser diod(' in~lcad llrh~ 
modu latmg the inj .... ction cu rr .... nt in order to remain Ih~ 

d· l 'O'I""r]' intensities of speckle pattcrn~ corrcspon mg to ~ I~ 
lure \aria tloll unchang .... d and Ihl!rdorc permit a rc,\"ln
able visibJltt) of fringe pa tterns. T he speckle rdchr~n."t 

h i 1 ~ n:· bea m has been used in th is ;lrra ngemenl so I a , 
q uiremc nl of precisel y al ig ning the configunr lion l~ reo 
( d dd ' , ( '" d -(0,,'0'" crrC~1 Jut case. [n a Il Ion . tIC Irll nn S1C ' ceo rrr;" " 
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,"II- 4. ne nrbtlo4l o( mlnladoa coefrttieal Is plotted as a 
fuDctioa o(the lemperatures (or lite .. aveien&tb change) .pplitcllO 
lilt diode leer (eiCht speckle patterns ban beea used 10 ,,.Iual, 
tIIr comlatioo coeffw::luts). 

to tbe wavelengtb cbange in this special arrangement bas 
been analyttd quantitatively and practical limits (or the 
range of application o( this technique have been deter
mined. 
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